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Bullies need help too says Southampton teen who 

was picked on at school 

 

A Southampton teen who made peace with her childhood tormentor wants people to 

realise that bullies often need help too. 

Amy Payne, 19, says their relationship helped her to understand that there can be a 

multitude of reasons why young people resort to picking on their classmates. 

So working with Fixers, Amy has made a film to raise awareness of the need for support for 

both bullies and the victims of bullying. 

To watch the film, click here. 

‘Bullying is an important subject for me because of my past experience,’ says Amy.  ‘With 

this one girl in particular it started in around Year Four with her calling me names and then 

it progressed to her pushing me around.   

‘Being bullied isn’t nice for anyone.  It makes you lose your confidence and you become a 

different person.’ 

It was after her former bully joined the same secondary school as Amy several years later 

that the pair became friends. 

‘I learnt that there were quite a few reasons behind the way she had treated me,’ explains 

Amy.  ‘Things weren’t working at home, she was struggling at school and no one was 

listening to her.   

‘I was a goody two shoes at the time so she decided to pick on me.  I was doing well at 

school and she wasn’t basically. 
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‘Finding out the reasons behind the way she treated me really made me think.  With our 

Fixers film we want to get the message out there that bullies often need help too as nobody 

ever really listens to them.  They get sectioned off and people assume they’re just angry.’   

‘We thought this was a good opportunity to show the different perspectives that can be 

going on in the background when bullying occurs.’ 

The film shows two young people in counselling, discussing the difficult lives they had 

growing up. One was bullied constantly while the other struggled at home.  

It is only at the end of the film when they meet in a group session that they realise that one 

of them was responsible for bullying the other in the past. 

Amy is sharing her film on social media in the hope that it will be seen by as wide an 

audience as possible. 

‘I hope that watching the film will give anyone who is being bullied the confidence to speak 

out,’ adds Amy.  ‘Hopefully it will encourage bullies to say I need help too.’ 

Fixers works with young people aged 16-25 across the UK by providing them with 

professional resources to help them campaign on issues they feel strongly about.  

The charity has helped more than 20,000 youngsters across the UK to have a voice in their 

community on issues such as cyber-bullying, self-harm, suicide or transphobia. 

This project has been supported by The Blagrave Trust – a funder which supports vulnerable 

and disadvantaged children and young people in Hampshire, Berkshire, Sussex and Wiltshire 

– and The Roberts Centre in Portsmouth.  

For more information or to make a donation to fund more Fixer projects, visit 

www.fixers.org.uk 

Pictures attached: Amy Payne. For more images, interviews or information, please contact 
Sarah Jones on communications@fixers.org.uk or 01962 810970. 
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About Fixers: 

 

 Since 2008 more than 20,000 young people have become Fixers and created over 
2,200 projects. With a £7.2 million grant from the Big Lottery Fund, Fixers extended 
from England into Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland as well in 2013. 

  “Fixers started in 2008 as just an idea… an idea given a voice by some 20,000 young 
people over the past nine years,” says Margo Horsley, Chief Executive of Fixers.   
“They have reached thousands of people with their work, on a national stage as well 
as in and around where they live. They choose the full array of social and health 

http://www.fixers.org.uk/


issues facing society today and set about making their mark. Fixers are always 
courageous and their ideas can be challenging and life-changing, not just for 
themselves.”  

 There are lots more stories about young people doing great things on the Fixers 
website, Twitter and Facebook pages: 
www.fixers.org.uk 
www.twitter.com/FixersUK 
www.facebook.com/FixersUK   

 
About The Blagrave Trust 

 The Blagrave Trust is supporting Fixers to work with a number of their partner 

charities in Hampshire, Berkshire, Sussex and Wiltshire to give young people a voice.  

 For more information about The Blagrave Trust visit http://www.blagravetrust.org/  

 

About the Big Lottery: 

 The Big Lottery Fund supports the aspirations of people who want to make life 
better for their communities across the UK. We are responsible for giving out 40% of 
the money raised by the National Lottery for good causes and invest over £650 
million a year in projects big and small in health, education, environment and 
charitable purposes.  

 Since June 2004 they have awarded over £8 billion to projects that make a difference 
to people and communities in need, from early years intervention to 
commemorative travel funding for World War Two veterans.  

 Since the National Lottery began in 1994, £34 billion has been raised and more than 
450,000 grants awarded.  

 Contact the Big Lottery Fund Media team on 0207 211 1888 or email 
press.office3@biglotteryfund.org.uk, out of hours 07867 500 572 
www.biglotteryfund.org.uk 
www.twitter.com/BigLotteryFund 
www.facebook.com/BigLotteryFund 
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